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1. Introduction

For estimating the mean f of a population having the variance
(T2,.Searles [1] proposed the estimator

/=y(l+c/?0"^

where y is the mean of o random sample of size m and c
the square of the coefficient of variation, is considered to ,be
known.

In practical situations, however, c is very rarely known. If c is
estimated by its sample counterpart Ce==s^/y^ where is the sample
variance, the above estimator becomes

,,=y3/(y2+ 52/„)

Srivastava (1974) suggested another estimator

=y-(^V«y)

The bias and mean square error of te and to the order 0{n~^),

are given by

, 5(/e)=-(c/«) (1-vpT^) r

(1+(c-VMk) f

and

M(/.)=M (C)=('̂ 2/«) (l+(3c-2 VM/«)
where Pi ^=1X3 /o-e^ is the coeflBcient of skewness of the population
To simplify expressions of the bias and mean square error of these
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and other such estimators, the population is assumed to be
symmetrical (s.g. Normal) for which Pi=0. For such estimators
concerning symmetrical populations, to the order O (n'̂ ),

,M {te)=M{ tl )=(<t2/h) (i+3c/„)>(<T2/„)=Var. (y)
\ / ^

For symmetrical populatians, Upadhyaya and Srivastva [3]
proposed the estimator

'"=y+5'/ny -(1)

for which the bias and mean' square error, to the order O («-2) are
given by

B

It is seen, that

(Ĉ=(cYln) (l+c/«) •
^ (C)=('̂ ^/«) (1-c/rt) •••(3)

n-O-H'O

so that is a better estimator than .

2. Alternative Estimators

We notice that the estimator te can be writen as
r,= y_(j2y)/(„y2_l_52)

The relationship between and leads us to propose an alter
native estimator

=y+(^2y)/(ny2+5^) -(4)

which is shown to be better than f, . As in , we consider the

population to be symmetrical. To evaluate the bias and the mean
square error of the estimator to order O (n-2), let

y=f+i^ ^ are of order O («-J) with
E iu)=E ()')•= O. Thus, upto the order O(«-2) we have

=((3^+u)+(s^/ny) (1 —j2/«y2))

=f ((l +if/f) +(c+v/f2) a~ulf+u^-lf^)ln-cyn^)
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SO that,

-f )=f iulf+cln+ivlf'-culf)ln
+ (CM2/r2_c2/«-Mv/f3)/„)

Hence,

Bi^C^cTIn -(5)
and

From (2), (3), (5) and (6), we have

Therefore, our estimator (4) is superior to (1).

Further, as noted by Srivastava [2], even though c may not be
exactly known, we may have figure fairly close to the true value of
the coefiScient of variation from our long association with
experimentat material or from other empirical investigations or from
some extraneous source. The coefficient of variation may, often,
exhibit a stability in repeated experiments and a reasonably close
guess may, thus, be available. Therefore, we may know or guess that
c has an upper bound, say,

C<Co

In that case we propose the estimator

?f+i'=y+(s2y)/(«y2+ (/c+l) s^) -(7)

where k=nlca. We find the bias and the mean square error of this
estimator, to the order O (n~^) are as below.

5((i-c/c„) -(8)
-(9)

Thus, the estimator (7) has the same mean square error as the
estimators (1) and (4) but is much less biased than the latter ones. In
fact, this estimator is almost unbiased to the extent of the closeness
of the known or guessed upper bound to the true value of c and is.
unbiased if c=Co.
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